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Introduction

This two-part series will explore using UVaCollab for research collaborations. 

In the first session, we will discuss research collaboration, and how to use UVaCollab 
as a research site for a lab, or an individual or group project. We will discuss what 
tools are available, and how they can be used for research. We will create our basic 
Research site. 
In the second session, we will complete our UVaCollab research site by adding the 
components you want, select the appropriate options, and add participants. We will 
create and link several sub-sites and discuss their possible uses.
All participants will have access to the completed site as a sandbox and reference for 
creating research sites of their own. There will be a Q&A at the end of the session for 
your questions and suggestions.



Introduction

UVACollab is the University of Virginia’s central online environment for teaching, 
learning, collaboration, and research.

If you have ever taught or attended a class at the University of Virginia, you have 
probably worked with Collab. You may never have considered using it for anything 
other than teaching, or document storage for a committee or project.

UVACollab partners with faculty, staff, and students in the work that sustains the 
Academical Village—engaging in interactive discussions, joining virtual meetings, 
securely storing and sharing materials, and conducting research.



Introduction

Part I of this workshop talked about collaborative research, the benefits and 
considerations. We demonstrated how to create an UVaCollab site for collaborative 
research, and how to add Tools.

Part II will look at some of the tools available in UVaCollab to help facilitate your 
research. Internal tools, third party tools provided by UVa, and tools that are external 
to UVa that can be utilized in this environment.  

We will also look at some of the functionality of UVaCollab including linking to 
external websites and resources, integrating with UVa-approved storage options, 
parent-child sites, moving large files, and adding non-UVa participants.



Tools for Research

UVaCollab includes three levels of features and tools. Some of them are course 
oriented, some collaboration oriented, and a some that can serve both uses.  I’ve 
bolded the ones that are of interest for research.
 

u Built-in: Overview, Announcements, Anonymous Feedback, Assignments, 
Calendar, Chat Room, Course Evaluations, Discussion and Private Messages (to 
be retired 1/6/19), File Drop, Forums, Lessons, Messages, Polls, Resources, 
Roster, Sign-Up, Site Info, Syllabus, Tests & Quizzes, Web Content, and a Wiki.

u Third-Party: Blackboard Collaborate LTI, Panopto, Piazza, and i>Clicker.
u SHANTI: NowComment, Wiki (Confluence), Kaltura Media Gallery, and 

WordPress.



Tools for Research

Which tools are most important?  It depends on how you intend to use the site. Basic 
tools, 3rd party, and SHANTI tools should all be considered.

Kaltura - Media Gallery, Resources, Lessons, File Drop, and a wiki should be on 
all sites.   
u Communication tools – Announcements, Chat Room, Forums, Messages, News 

(RSS), and Wiki. 

u Document storage/viewing – Resources, Lessons, File Drop, and Web Content.  

u Information sharing – Wiki (Confluence), Resources, Web Content, Forums, 
WordPress.  

u Open Science – WordPress, Wiki (Confluence).  

u Collaborative Research – Blackboard Collaborate LTI, NowComment.    



Research Workshop site



Changing Tools (Tabs) Order



Changing Tools (Tabs) Order



Adding Participants to Your Site 



Adding Participants to Your Site 



Adding Participants to Your Site 



Adding Participants to Your Site 



Sub Sites

What can you do with sub sites?  Maybe you have a lab and 11 graduate students. Or 
a project with 5 collaborators, some here at UVa and some at other institutions.  Sub 
sites enable you to section off work so only specified members can access the 
content and data from that part of a project.  Each site (and sub site) allows 4 GB of 
content to be added to the Resources folder(s), and 1 Gb for File Drop(s). 

The lead PI or project head will have access to everything.  Because Permissions are 
granular, you can add and subtract members as needed. You create the sub site, add 
the necessary members and link to your primary site. You can share content across 
all the sub sites, such as lessons and documents.



Connecting a sub site to Your Site 



Connecting a sub site to Your Site 



File Management

File management is often a problem with projects and research collaborations.  
Storage, sharing, moving content from point A to point B securely, linking to external 
resources, and viewing content are all areas where UVaCollab has integrated 
functionality to make these tasks easier. 

Kaltura My Media and Media Gallery work with your audio, video, and image files.
WebDAV allows you to move large files (between 250 MB and 2 GB) between 
Resources and your computing environment.
Drag and Drop works best with files smaller than 250 MB.
Permissions at the site, sub site, folder and document level are used to control 
access to content.



Kaltura

Kaltura is the tool for saving and sharing media – audio, video, images.  It is the 
digital media platform composed of 2 tools: My Media (on your Home site) and 
Media Gallery (add to your sites and sub sites).  

My Media is a repository of a single users media.  Place your content there, and you 
can pull it into any of your sites.  The repository is searchable via metadata and 
transcription/closed caption files. Upload new content and publish to the gallery. 
Display, play, edit.

Media Gallery is the tool you add to your sites to share your content with the site 
members.  Depending on permissions, all members of a site can add content to that 
Media Gallery. 



Add content to Media Gallery and My 
Media with Drag and Drop



Personal Capture



My Media & Media Gallery



Moving files to Media Gallery

Moving files from My Media to any Media Gallery site is easy. Click on the blue
+ Add Media button in the upper right, select the media you want to add from 
Your My Media, and click the blue Publish button. 



Moving large files to and from UVaCollab

Use WebDAV to move large files from your local system to your UVaCollab site. 
Windows OS’s will use My Computer and Mac’s will use Finder or Cyberduck for Mac.  
Drag and Drop will work for files smaller than 250 MB.  

Use your Resources or File Drop as your file source or destination. Files placed in 
Resources can be shared with all site members, while files placed in File Drop can only 
be viewed by the named member. 
 
Sites are limited to 4 GB in the Resources folder, and 1 GB in File Drop. 

You can request additional space from Collab Support. 
You can add a web link or URL to Resources or File Drop.  



WebDAV
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Web Content tabs

Web Content refers to any resource or website that you can link to with a URL.  The 
Research Workshop Test site has links to the UVa Library Research Data Services 
website, The Research Data Management Subject Guide, and DataONE.  Multiple tabs 
can be added for additional resources. Add tabs in the Manage Tools section.



Web Content: Research Data Services



Open Science and Wordpress

Open Science is the sharing of your research process from start to finish. There are 
several ways to accomplish this in UVaCollab. You can make your site public (anyone 
with access to Collab can view it), or you can use Wordpress (SHANTI) to create a 
blog.  The blog can be viewed from within Collab, or external to it.  You can record 
your research visually and textually in the blog. 

Confluence (Wiki) is another SHANTI tool that you can use for Open Science. It 
simplifies publishing online while allowing footnotes, tables of contents, labels to aid in 
searching pages, and lots of other useful features.

Both Confluence and Wordpress have extensive Knowledge Bases at SHANTI.



Wordpress
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Confluence
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Confluence



Thanks for attending!

This presentation has a companion UVaCollab site.  If you would like access to that 
site please contact me at wtc2h@Virginia.edu and include “UCRC workshop Collab 
site” in the Subject line.  The site can be used as a sandbox to test tools and learn to 
work with UVaCollab. It includes the content from this presentation.

mailto:wtc2h@Virginia.edu

